Abstract: The development in the manufacturing technologies allows us to employ nature-inspired stiffening in airplane design for improving aircraft performance. Nevertheless, these shape structures increase the complexity of the studied models, resulting in a computationally expensive design modeling problem. For an affordable design analysis, separating modeling approaches were proposed for a robust and cost-effective structural analysis of nature-inspired shape stiffening in wing skin design using curved stringers. Curved stiffeners were able to mitigate structural deformation peak (modify mode shape wavelength) for improving structural performance of structures subjected to both thermal and mechanical loads. The nature-inspired shape internal structural layout was able to achieve a lightweight structural design through a multidisciplinary design, analysis and optimization (MDAO) study where the test validated aeroelastic models were used. An additional benefit was observed by using both natural shape internal layout and nonuniform sized flaps in improving the aircraft performance through a multiobjective optimization study. The developed MDAO framework was leveraged and improved for a lightweight, tethered inflatable wing airplane design. The structural model considering the stiffening effect due to pressure induced prestress was studied and validated through experimental tests. The influence of tether and pressure induced prestress stiffening on inflatable wing’s structural and aeroelastic responses was investigated using the improved MDAO tool.
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